for their valuable comments and suggestions. in 'conclusion it can be said that if the span is the limiting factor U it may be advantageous to use nonplanar wings with dihedral angle and fences. However if the wing peripheral length is limited, then the planar wing is always the most desirable configuration, with the highest
iv The technique has been tested on nonplanar wings with various Ii dihedral angles and locations of the nonplanar wing sectionsi The nonplanar wing results are presented relative to those of a planar wing with elliptical load.ng.
Both wings elected 'have identical lift and total wing peripheral length, and thus 'equal skin friction drag.
It is shown that the ratio of the induced drag of the planar wing to
Ii that of the nonplanar wing is always less than one. The results are in complete ,?greement wvith those obtained by Lundry. Hovever,. because
Lundry compared wings, with equal span instead of equal peripheral 1length, he found this ratio to be always greater than 1.0. in 'conclusion it can be said that if the span is the limiting factor h is the running variable in the 7 direction having a maximum length A4 .
U'

2
is the unit vector in the downstream direction.
n is the unit vector normal to the vortex segment at point n.
is the radius vector from n to the right hand vortex sheet segment 1at m.
is the radius vector from n to the left hand,*rtex sheet segment at m. 
F1
Where r and I can be expressed as functions of the known coordin-
11
ates of the vortex sheet segments:
FR is positive for Le and negative for i
H2
while r 2 is positive and can be written as:
-X + cos oil,
Lj , --' ho, : C, .,.Ii,,E ,-
+ SI
To be able to integrate Eq. 
12.
Another 
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Assuming the proportionality constant to be of the same order of magnitude for both the planar and the nonplanar wing one obtains:
Wononplanar This is the definition of the efficienty factor used. Fk is defined differently (see Fig. 7 ).
7
In conclusion it can be said that if the span is the limiting factor then it may be advantageous to use nonplanar wings with dihedral angle and fences. However, if the total peripheral wing length is limited, then the planar wing is always the most desirable configuration with the highest lift over drag ratio. . In addition A must be specified for each station n, if the segments are not of equal length.
It is noteworthy to realize that Lundry compared his nonplanar wing to an elliptically loaded planar wing with the same span and found the induced drag efficiency factor k > 1.0. Consequently, when the span is the limiting factor it is advantageous to use a nonplan~r wing. In this analysis, the nonplanar wing is compared to an elliptically loaded planar wing with the same peripheral length. The induced drag coefficient k was found to be -1.0, and consequently if the total peripheral length is a limiting factor it is advantageous to use a planar wing. Either method can be used to find the optimum loading of a nonplanar wing. 
